Wine List

Light Wines
Robertson Winery Pinotage Rose Light

140

Upfront red berry fruits, with juicy strawberry ﬂavours.

Robertson Winery Sauvignon Blanc Light

160

Crisp aroma, green grass with zesty green peppers and nettles.

140

Robertson Winery Chenin Blanc Light
Tropical fruit with ﬂoral and apple notes.

.

180

Robertson Winery Merlot Light
Intense aromas of plum ﬂavours, mulberry, cinnamon and spice.

Rosé
Robertson chapel sweet rosé

140

Robertson

A refreshing sweet rosé, packed with delicious berry ﬂavours.

Riebeek Cellars Pinotage Rose

50

Swartland

140

This Pinotage Rose boasts a burst of fresh ﬂavours with a sweet strawberry and cherry tang.

Lourensford ‘River Garden’ Rose

Helderberg

160

Perfect for pairing with seafood such as oysters, shellﬁsh and sushi, this sparkling rosé presents a bold
fragrant of sweet fruit ﬂavours, while maintaining a fresh, crisp taste.

180

Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ Rose Franschhoek
This unique Pinot Noir Rosé oﬀers a fresh and fruity, yet dry rosé. Packed with bursts of cherry and melon
ﬂavours, this deep pink-coloured rose will complement your favourite meal.

White Blends
Buitenverwachting ‘Buiten Blanc’ Constantia

180

Oﬀering a variety of fruit ﬂavours, this full-bodied Sauvignon Blanc based blend includes a mix of ripe
gooseberries, green melon, green peppers and hints of tropical fruit.

Lourensford Chardonnay Pinot Noir

Helderberg

190

The Chardonnay component contributes to the richness and backbone of the wine, while the Pinot Noir adds fruit
and elegance with characteristic hints of ripe berries and a touch of spice. Itʼs excellent for pairing with poultry,
cream-based dishes, veal or salmon.

Beyerskloof Chenin Blanc / Pinotage

Stellenbosch

225

This white blend is unique as it is the only one of its kind produced at the moment. This white wine is produced
from the indigenous Pinotage as well as Chenin Blanc which is South Africaʼs most planted white varietal, taste
tropical fruits with a long lingering ﬁnish.

220

Villiera ‘Jasmine’ Stellenbosch
A ﬂoral, slightly spicy white wine which is fresh, light and oﬀ-sweet but complex enough to drink with food.

Haute Cabrière Chardonnay Pinot Noir

Franschhoek

This wine has a unique balance as the Chardonnay contributes elegance, and the Pinot Noir oﬀers fruity ﬂavour
intensity. This vintage is reﬁned with a ﬁrm acidity and an abundance of ripe fruit on the bouquet and palate.

255

Sauvignon Blanc
Riebeek Cellars Sauvignon Blanc

Swartland

50

140

This well-balanced Sauvignon Blanc boasts zesty ﬂavours and a crisp ﬁnish that leaves a refreshing taste
on the palate.

Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ Sauvignon Blanc Franschhoek

180

Bold, tropical ﬁg and gooseberry aromas with a ﬂoral grassy undertone, sums up the wine. It has a gravelly ﬂint
entry onto the palate, with a zesty lime cordial and white pepper bite, you will also taste crisp; live acidity.

Lourensford Sauvignon Blanc

Helderberg

210

Pungent tropical fruit ﬂavours of Cape gooseberries, ripe ﬁgs and passion fruit, supported by a
fresh crispness of kiwi fruit and green pepper with lemongrass undertones and a creamy ﬁnish.

Robertson Sauvignon Blanc

Robertson

170

Full bodied with powerful varietal ﬂavours of bell-pepper, green apple and freshly cut grass.
Good structure with lovely balancing acidity

Guardian Peak Sauvignon Blanc Stellenbosch

220

Pale green in colour, an initial impression is that of tropical fruit, elegant gooseberry ﬂavours, and lime notes.
The hint of ﬂintiness generates an impression of a complex, yet refreshing wine.

Boschendal 1685 Sauvignon Blanc Franschhoek

300

This straw-coloured wine has an aroma of herbs and tropical fruit, with hints of lime and green ﬁg. These
complex ﬂavours carry through to the creamy, harmonious palate,
ready to drink and ideal for partnering with smoked ﬁsh, seafood, creamy poultry or veal dishes.

Buitenverwachting Sauvignon BlancConstantia

270

The wine has a pale, lemon-yellow colour and a bouquet reminiscent of green ﬁgs, hints of gooseberries and
green peppers. It is essentially a dry, full-bodied wine with a long lingering ﬁnish.

The Goose Sauvignon Blanc Outeniqua Mountains, George

250

The Goose Sauvignon Blanc oﬀers an exciting and unique tasting experience. The bouquet of the wine is
Cape ﬂoral driven with a sure tropical distinction. Hints of gooseberry support the nose. The wine presents
an interesting zesty structure to the palate that showcases full-bodied character.

Taste Sauvignon Blanc Wellington

170

Truter Family Wines brings together green ﬁgs and gooseberry ﬂavours with this crisp Sauvignon Blanc from
their Taste range creating a nice round ﬁnish of tropical fruits.

Villiera Sauvignon Blanc Stellenbosch

230

In keeping with the trend towards fruit-driven wines, this Sauvignon Blanc displays intense varietal character
including gooseberry and ﬁg ﬂavours.

Journey's End ‘Weather Station’ Sauvignon BlancSomerset West

230

Has the pale straw colour of youth, with a tinge of green. A complex wine, thereʼs melon and grapefruit on a
bed of apple and Bosc pear, with a seam of freshness giving vitality and extending the ﬂavours.

Cederberg Sauvignon Blanc

Cederberg

Enjoy this aromatic Sauvignon Blanc with grassy notes, white asparagus undertones and strong hints of capsicum,
gooseberries and lemon zest. Its refreshing, crisp acidity ﬁnishes oﬀ the initial sensation of creaminess on the
mid-palate. It is perfect for pairing with fresh ﬁsh, as well as shellﬁsh and red meat.

300

Chenin Blanc
Riebeek Cellars Chenin Blanc Swartland

50

140

Well-balanced Chenin Blanc that boasts fresh zesty ﬂavours with a lasting, crisp ﬁnish.

170

Taste Chenin Blanc Wellington
This Chenin Blanc has a citrus aroma on the nose pallet and a ﬁnish of plums and nectarines which goes great with
light dishes like salads or white meat.

250

Cederberg Chenin Blanc Cederberg
This wine is renowned for being a consistent Cape benchmark for the last decade. It is made from older vines and is
always impressive. This Chenin Blanc is recognised for its powerful nose of grapefruit, melon and citrus ﬂavours, tingling
crispness and lasting, fruit-laden ﬁnish.

Chardonnay
Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ ChardonnayFranschhoek

190

Peach and apricot aromas mingle with grapefruit and a light orange blossom overlay on the nose. The same
stone fruit ﬂavours of white peach and nectarine are immediately apparent on the light, tangy and crisp palate.
A light lemon zest note vies with a rich, honeyed nuance on the long, balanced ﬁnish.

Riebeek Cellars Chardonnay Swartland

55

160

This unwooded style of Chardonnay oﬀers an accessible wine with the body of the Chardonnay grape without
the oak and buttery ﬂavours often associated with this cultivar. The colour is a brilliant green-gold and the style
is dry but fruity. The nose has exceptional tropical ﬂavours that follow through on the palate with a well-rounded
ﬁnish of lingering citrus.

Journey's End ‘Haystack’ Chardonnay Somerset West

235

Clear and bright, this straw-coloured wine has a hint of green. Oak and fruit are perfectly matched, each having
its say without dominating; citrus peel and melon enriched by a subtle, savoury biscuit overlay.

Boschendal 1685 Chardonnay Franschhoek

290

This bold wine is big on aroma and ﬂavours, combining a citrus, cinnamon, nutmeg nose with zesty citrus and ripe
tropical fruit on the palate. It is well balanced, and the soft, creamy character from barrel fermentation and maturation
adds to the complexity and roundness of the wine. Ideally served with ﬁsh and shellﬁsh, poultry and soft cheeses.

Meerlust Chardonnay Stellenbosch

600

Complex, appealing nose with pear, citrus and ﬂoral notes developing into lemon, cream, oatmeal and marzipan
richness. On the palate, the wine is full-bodied and generous, yet smooth and balanced by crisp acidity. There is
ripe tropical fruit and creaminess balanced by a pure minerality, typical of the variant.

White Cultivars
Protea Pinot Grigio Franschhoek

190

Enticing fresh notes of pear, nectarine and honeydew melon with a gentle lemon undertone. The palate is tangy
and succulent with vibrant stone fruit notes and crisp, zippy citrus vivacity coming through. Medium body with
delicious fruit expression, lively acidity and a rounded, full ﬁnish which ends dry and clean. .

Simonsig ‘Gewürztraminer’ Stellenbosch
Faint, straw colour with exotic aromas of litchi, rose petals, honey, and a touch of Turkish delight. There is perfect
harmony between the fruit, acidity, and sweetness, which makes this the ideal food companion.

280

Red Blends
Taste Red Blend

170

Wellington

The mix of Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon comes with strong aromas of raspberry and plums, followed by a long spicy
ﬁnish with a hint of oak. This perfect mixture of two delicious grapes suits a broad spectrum of dishes. This wine, like its
siblings in the Taste range by Truter Family Wines, won multiple awards for its outstanding value for money.

295

Beyerskloof Cape Blend Stellenbosch
An abundance of black fruit upon entry leads to a big, juicy middle with soft, well-rounded tannins.
A classic Cape blend with a pleasant lingering aftertaste.

250

Journey's End ‘The Pastor's Blend’ Somerset West
A well-judged partnership of the classic Bordeaux varietals, resulting in an elegant, harmonious wine for earlier drinking
rather than long cellaring. Juicy plums and blackberries, a savoury spice dusting from the oak, some dried herbs,
giving it versatility for a range of food dishes.

300

Buitenverwachting ‘Meifort’ Constantia
Full-bodied and complex Cabernet Franc based red blend. Its warm and inviting nose shows elegant plum
and red cherry characteristics, combined with spicy oak and tobacco characters. Deep ruby colour with
a long, full fruit ﬁnish.

330

Boschendal 1685 ‘S&M’ Franschhoek
This blend boasts a voluptuous body of dark, deep plum with a rim of warm ruby red colours. Notes of soft white
pepper spice and dark cherries with hints of chargrilled aromas on the nose are prominent. Rounded, lush plum
with a rich mulberry concentration of the fruity body from the Mourvèdre, opens onto the palate, softening the
youthful spice, oak and a tease of dark chocolate of the Shiraz.

400

Villiera Domaine Grier Odyssea Stellenbosch
Odyssea forms part of the story that reﬂects the inﬂuence of both the old and new world. The wine clearly expresses
the minerality and spice expected from Villiera Wines, supported by fruit and a hint of aniseed. It is naturally fresh
with good palate weight and balance. Limited stock available.

1100

Meerlust ‘Rubicon’ Stellenbosch
The Rubicon is a classic red blend of iconic Cape wine. Deep, youthful colour and intense near purple hue; classic
Rubicon nose with violets, ripe plum, cedar wood and intense spiciness. A typical liquorice note also evident on
the nose. The palate is full bodied, structured but packed with fresh dark fruit and rounded, linear tannins.

Cabernet Sauvignon
Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ Cabernet SauvignonFranschhoek

65

195

Expect to ﬁnd typical fruit cake and blackcurrant leaf on the nose with a gentle hint of spices, adding an extra
dimension and interest. Tasty, ripe cassis and blackberry ﬂavour is complemented by cocoa and turned-earth
nuance in the mouth. Deep, dark, delicious and tantalising.

Guardian Peak “Frontier” Cabernet SauvignonStellenbosch

230

Superb red fruit aromas of raspberry and plum are supported by hints of black cherry and cedar wood. The ripe red
fruits from the nose come through on the palate. There is a subtle fynbos that backs up the medium to full mouth-feel.
This wine has a nice ﬁrm structure with a lengthy red fruit ﬁnish.

Cederberg Cabernet Sauvignon Cederberg

500

High altitude Cabernet vineyards that have a longer ripening period give rise to this phenomenal wine. Loads of
blackcurrants with cedar wood undertones on the nose. The elegant oak expresses hints of smokiness and tobacco
leaf creating a complex wine with a velvety ﬁnish on the palate. A prime example of a well-crafted South African
Cabernet Sauvignon.

Robertson Cabarnet Sauvignon
A fruity soft red dry with smooth round berry ﬂavours and herbaceous brambly character.

190

Meerlust Cabernet Sauvignon Stellenbosch

800

The Meerlust Cabernet Sauvignon has an intense, vivid purple colour with slight gradation at the rim. On the nose,
the wine shows intense cassis, plum, and classic cedar wood cigar box notes with lifted dark fruit aromas. On the
palate, the wine is full-bodied and impressively structured. Intense blackcurrant and plum fruit bolstered by
reﬁned tannins and fresh natural acidity.

Merlot
60

Riebeek Cellars Swartland

165

Beautiful ﬂavours and a nose with distinctive red berries and well-integrated wood ﬂavours. The palate is velvety
and smooth with a long juicy aftertaste that boasts berries.

Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ Merlot Franschhoek

185

This wine presents blueberry, mulberry and plum aromas in abundance. The mouth is full of juicy, dark berry
with a light cocoa sheen. Good body,
concentration and depth to the palate which manages to be both soft and yielding, but retains a solid core.
There's a lovely freshness which runs all the way to a rich cocoa ﬁnish.

Guardian Peak Merlot Stellenbosch
Ruby red in colour, clean fresh aromas of red fruit with hints of chocolate. Plum and red berry ﬂavours ﬁlter through
on the palate with a long, elegant ﬁnish. This intense, fruit-driven example of a typical South African Merlot was made

240

for early enjoyment and will improve over the next two to three years.

Boschendal 1685 Merlot Franschhoek

360

On the nose, pronounced ripe mulberry ﬂavours play around with soft touches of vanilla and expressive dark
chocolate richness. The palate follows through with plush mulberry ﬂavours, but this time redder and vibrant,
supported by reﬁned wood tannins and ﬁnishing with a combined aftertaste of savoury fynbos and very subtle
freshly roasted coﬀee beans.

Lourensford Merlot Helderberg

270

Deep ruby colour, red berry aromas with strawberry, prominently greets the nose. Herbal notes with hints of oak
and vanilla, with herbaceous fruity, toasted oak ﬁnish.

Meerlust Merlot Stellenbosch

800

Deep, youthful purple hue with a ruby rim. A typical Merlot nose with juicy plum and mulberry fruit, lifted
spiciness and hints of dark chocolate and graphite. The palate oﬀers generous, ripe, pure Merlot fruit with
refreshing acidity, structured yet silky tannins, and pronounced length and minerality.

Shiraz
Anthonij Rupert ‘Protea’ Shiraz Franschhoek

185

A pleasant bouquet of black cherry, plum and smoky charcuterie with highlights of pepper and spice. More
of the same can be found on the palate which is big, broad and well-structured. It is a muscular wine with a
commanding presence, though restrained and silky.

Guardian Peak Shiraz Stellenbosch

210

A beautiful and well integrated Shiraz with notes of black fruits, cassis and Cajun spice on the nose. Its round
tannins and solid structure create an elegant wine that is true to its varietal character.

Wildekrans Estate Shiraz Bot River

300

From nurtured vineyards, these grapes are harvested in the early hours of the morning to preserve fruit essence.
This Shiraz has matured in French barriques for 15 months. Its intense showing of fruit aromas result in a
mouth-ﬁlling palate packed with vanilla and spice.

Boschendal 1685 Shiraz Franschhoek
Generous red fruit with hints of cassis and pepper on the nose. Sumptuous concentrated mulberry and ﬂeshy
plum fruit with white pepper integrated with oak spice. Soft ripe tannins oﬀer richness to the wine-making
process, whilst allowing it to retain structure to support at least ﬁve years in the bottle.

330

Riebeek Cellars ‘Kasteelberg’ Shiraz Swartland

420

Often referred to as Shiraz country, the Riebeek Valley is renowned for exceptional Shiraz wines. The Kasteelberg
Shiraz is a lively rich wine, full-bodied with a subdued smokiness on the nose and a palate of ripe fruit and interesting
spice. Well-balanced and smooth, the aftertaste lingers with the exciting ﬂavours of Christmas pudding.

550

Cederberg Shiraz Cederberg
A complex Shiraz ﬁlled with intense red fruit, mulberry, and cherries on the nose. Well-balanced with hints of
elegant oak, sweet spice and vanilla. Red berries follow through on the palate and it ﬁnishes oﬀ with a smooth
lingering sensation. It is a well-crafted Shiraz that allows you to cellar the wine for a few years to develop into
a sensational wine.

Pinotage
Rhebokskloof Pinotage Paarl

190

This wine shows typical cultivar character with lots of red berry fruit ﬂavours and is complemented by subtle oak aromas.

Villiera Pinotage Stellenbosch

260

A new-style Pinotage with subtle oak spice, plums, vanilla and a slight smokiness on the nose. On the palate, it is soft but
well-structured with good length.

Beyerskloof Pinotage Stellenbosch

230

Strong plum ﬂavours with velvety tannins. Well structured, yet elegant and soft, medium-bodied with a fresh and superbly
balanced ﬁnish. For a full ﬂavoured experience, we recommend drinking young.

Wildekrans Estate Pinotage Bot River

320

Spicy, with intriguing aromas of savoury blue and black fruit, smoky embers, cured meat and dried tobacco. Savoury
and balanced on the medium to full-bodied palate with ﬂavours of curry leaf, American oak, and stewed plums.

Pinot Noir
The Goose Pinot Noir

420

Outeniqua Mountains, George

The Goose Pinot Noirʼs dark, ruby colour reveals aromas of spice, strawberry, raspberries and very sweet, dark cherries.
This great wine of Walker Bay origin, is a full-bodied, powerful wine and yet fruit dominated. It is packed with loads of
cassis, red cherries and plums.

590

Haute Cabrière Pinot Noir Franschhoek
Enticing, concentrated aromas of ripe cherries seduce the palate and linger long in the mouth. The overall impression
is pure elegance.

Meerlust Pinot Noir Stellenbosch

690

Intense, yet translucent ruby-purple in colour. The nose has lifted scents of summer fruit, red cherry, strawberry, musky
perfume and a distinct minerality. The palate is medium-bodied with pure Pinot Noir fruit ﬂavours of plum and red
cherry, supported by a ﬁne, densely textured tannin structure which adds to the volume and vivacity of the wine.

Methode Cap Classique / Sparkling Wine
Riebeek Cellars ‘Pieter Cruythoff ’ Sparkling WineSwartland

60

195

Pieter Cruythoﬀ was one of Jan van Riebeeckʼs scouts who came down the Kasteelberg Mountain to discover
the fertile Riebeek valley. This range of wine honours his memory.

Pierre Jourdan Cuvee Belle Rose Methode Cap ClassiqueFranschhoek
Belle Rose has the faintest tinge of salmon pink, a lively presentation of Pinot Noir ﬂavours, and a ﬁne pleasing
mousse. It reveals an elegant dry ﬁnish.

350

Anthonij Rupert ‘L’Ormarins Brut’ Methode Cap ClassiqueFranschhoek

390

A delicate peach hue, constant stream of ﬁne bubbles, appealing aroma of candied apple, citrus pith and light
ﬂinty, limestone nuance. Rounded, creamy, broad, and textured i
aftertaste ﬁnishes on a light lemon zest note.

Boschendal ‘Brut Rosé’ Methode Cap ClassiqueFranschhoek

420

Exceptionally pleasing to the eye as well as the palate, this Brut Rosé sparkles with versatility, making it ideal for enjoying
on its own or in an al fresco environment ‒ paired with seafood, summer salads, and chicken dishes.

Cederberg ‘Brut’ Methode Cap Classique Cederberg

490

Prepared in the traditional French method which allows a second fermentation to take place in the bottle, the
extended period on lees aﬀords time to add to the creamy complexity of this sparkling wine. It resulted in a bouquet
of baked brioche, apples with fresh lemon and grapefruit aromas that entice your senses.

Champagne
Moët & Chandon ‘Brut’ Champagne

1600

Its delicate vinous aroma develops into an elegant, toasty nose with pear, apple and citrus overtones. This Champagne
has a delicate well-balanced palate. However, at the same time, it is complex with great depth, infused with ﬂavours of
butter, brioche and a high concentration of candied fruit, ginger bread and vanilla.

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin ‘Brut Rosé’ Champagne

2400

The impression here is elegant overall, but there is a ﬁrm backbone of acidity that is ﬁnely meshed with the range of
ﬂavours, including white raspberry, spiced plum, biscuit, pink grapefruit zest and a base note of smoky minerality.
Ready to drink, or mature for two to three years.

Bollinger ‘Brut’ Champagne

2600

A blend that is consistent in style and quality. Complex yet elegant, inducing ginger, jasmine, citrus and honey

Billecart-Salmon ‘Brut Rosé’ Champagne

3400

The production ʻsecretsʼ and viniﬁcation method of this cuvée dates back to the origins of the House of Billecart-Salmon,
and have been handed down for seven generations. The Brut Rosé is a blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier and
Pinot Noir, viniﬁed as a white wine, with a small percentage of Pinot Noir viniﬁed as a red wine. Its special method of
viniﬁcation gives this cuvée a light, elegant mouth-feel, followed by a fresh ﬁnish.

Dom Perignon ‘Brut’ Champagne

6300

Fresh, crystalline and sharp, the ﬁrst nose unveils an unusual dimension of an aquatic vegetal world, with secret touches
of white pepper and gardenia. Notes of liquorice and dried ginger linger on the palate. The ﬁnish gradually unfurls and
then settles. It is best described as smooth, mellow and all-encompassing.

Cellar Master’s Choice
Boekenhoutskloof ‘The Chocolate Block’Franschhoek

550

Reﬂecting a speciﬁc collection of the vineyards, from the ﬁrst scent of a freshly opened bottle, one can experience an elegantly
gentle nose of a patiently ripened harvest. This is a special blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and a touch of Shiraz.

Rust en Vrede Estate Stellenbosch

1100

Plum and cigar box aromatics prelude a multi-layered palate with an elegant tannin structure. It can best be described as
a Bordeaux blend that epitomizes Rust en Vrede terroir.

De Toren ‘Fusion V’

Stellenbosch

A blend of ﬁve noble Bordeaux varieties, making this a classic style Bordeaux blend. This highly complex, yet extremely
elegant wine is best paired with rich meats and ﬂavourful foods.

1150

.Kanonkop ‘Paul Sauer’ Elsenburg

1450

A traditional blend of approximately 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Cabernet Franc and 15% Merlot. It is matured in
modern 225 litre French Nevers barrels for 22 to 26 months. It is often described as more elegant than the straight
Cabernet Sauvignon.

Waterford Wine Estate ‘The Jem’ Stellenbosch

3000

This wonderful blend is really a gem. It consists of a 70% Bordeux blend (Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot,
Petit Verdot and Malbec), as well as 30% Mediterranean blend (Shiraz, Mourvedre and Barbera). Limited stock available.

Blowﬁsh Vintages/Corkage Policy
Every eﬀort is made to ensure that all vintages advertised on the wine list are available; however this is dependent on stock availability
from our wine farms suppliers. Guests are welcome to bring their own wine should it not be available on our wine list, at a R40 corkage fee.

